ABSTRACT The intelligence of connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) is insufficient to deal with the complex road conditions. However, the application of exclusive lanes bypasses the long wait for the technology to mature. Prior to the maturity of intelligent transport systems (ITSs), it's a feasible solution in terms of technology and cost to set up exclusive lanes. In this way, CAVs will form an efficient and energy-saving autonomous fleet. An improved cellular automata model is used to study the effect of setting up exclusive lanes for CAVs on traffic flow throughput and stability on the freeway. A multi-lane freeway, equipped with intelligent sensors and road signs, is set up and three stages are designed according to the development degree of CAVs. This paper introduces two kinds of significant data by simulation: heterogeneous traffic flow and the degradation rate of CAV. They verify that setting up exclusive lanes for CAV will greatly improve the traffic condition of the freeway on the different penetration rates of CAV. Although the establishment of exclusive lanes can only slightly improve the traffic capacity, it can effectively inhibit the degradation of CAV within the range of CAV's penetration rates from 10% to 80%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years, advancements in internet technology, artificial intelligence, computing power, sensor technology, communication bandwidth and other aspects have made autonomous enter the real world from the realm of science fiction. The automakers and Internet companies have spent billions of dollars developing CAVs and have aggressively promoted the idea that CAVs will help create a safer, cleaner and more convenient society. Around the world, about 1.25 million people die in traffic accidents each year, and many more others suffer serious or minor injuries. Most experts [1] - [4] believe that once self-driving technology is perfected, CAVs will greatly reduce the casualties caused by traffic accidents and increase road capacity. However, it is not desirable to have a less mature autopilot system to face a real and complex road environment. Automakers may need many years to gain experience. On the other hand, some experts believe that early CAVs were highly sensitive to manual vehicles (MV) [5] , [6] . Based on some real vehicle experimental data [7] , many
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhengbing He. researchers further study the mode of operation of CAV rules and its impact on road capacity [8] . Different models have been applied in the research of autonomous driving successively: multi-vehicle cooperative driving stability control based on optimal control theory [9] ; multi-vehicle cooperative driving stability control based on potential function method [10] ; multi-vehicle cooperative driving stability control based on communication network topology [11] . The research of CAVs not only selects different analysis models, but also includes the characteristics of urban roads and highways. The model of CAVs on straight roads with no ramp and intersections was proposed [12] - [14] . Under complete Intelligent Transport System (ITS) environment, a design for future road intersection that does not require a signal light has been proposed [15] [16] . Some researchers have applied new models for car-following [17] and lane-changing [18] . A vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication environment can be established to avoid the deterioration of traffic stability caused by CACC degradation to ACC [19] . The mature ITS still has a long way to go. The complexity of urban roads and the unpredictable human driving behaviors make the driving environment of CAVs worse. Therefore, freeway with simpler conditions is more suitable for early CAVs. A scheme has also been proposed for autonomous vehicles to co-operate on the ramp on the freeway [20] . Stability analysis and fundamental diagram of heterogeneous traffic flow have been analyzed [21] . New speed optimization models have also been used in the freeway [22] . It is worth noting that CAVs with different market penetration rates can have an important impact on road capacity [23] . From low market penetration to high market penetration, not only the control model of CAV is changed, the operation and transformation of road also need to be changed accordingly. However, there is few researches on the adaptation of road policies to CAV with different market penetration rate.
Globally, there have been one to three fatal accidents in 100 million kilometers for human drivers. For autonomous vehicles, we want them to be safer than human drivers. And the fatal accident rate could be reduced by an order of magnitude, meaning that up to one fatal accident could occur in a billion kilometers. Statistically, to achieve enough confidence, researchers need to repeat the experiment several times, preferably more than 100 times. That means the total mileage an automated driving system needs to be tested is likely to reach 100 billion kilometers. For any company or university, it is impossible to accomplish in the early real vehicle test. Therefore, the simulation of autonomous vehicle is still necessary at the present stage.
As one of the traditional microscopic simulation models, CA model can well show the operational characteristics of CAV. The CA model first applied in traffic flow has only four simple rules, but some typical traffic phenomena are obtained [24] . Many researchers have improved and expanded it successively. Among them, STCA model [25] , KKW [26] model and MCD model [27] are classic. Improved CA models are also used to describe autonomous vehicles. Such as, an ACC vehicles simulation model considering the variation of time headway [28] , a CA model considering mixed vehicles in the weaving area of freeway [29] and a new CA model considering the bidirectional looking context under V2V environment [30] . And other scholars considered that communication between CAVs may lead to more aggressive lane changings [31] , and CAVs improved the road operation under the information interaction of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) environment [27] . This paper designs a new method to the right of way on freeway: three stages will be established by setting up exclusive lanes for CAVs on freeway with the increase of CAV's market penetration. The maximum utilization of road with exclusive lanes and the rate at which CAV degenerate into general AV under various CAV's market penetration rates are given main consideration. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the three of the exclusive lanes for CAVs and the basic rules of CA model. Section 3 analyses the data results and the fundamental figure. Section 4 summarize some important conclusions and prospects after the research.
II. ESTABLISH MODEL
Cellular automata model is used as the car-following and lane-changing model in this study. The operation of ordinary vehicles is regulated according to typical NaSch model. Protocols that vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to road side unit (V2R) will allow speed and location information to be shared between CAVs. It is assumed that the signal transmission protocol and related communication equipment are mature enough. This paper constructs a heterogeneous traffic flow model which takes the CAV's information communication and the traditional traffic flow model into account. Considering the cooperative relationship between CAVs, this research constructs the car-following and lane-changing behaviors during the information interaction. On the basis of traditional CA model, new rules are added to obtain the simulation model under V2V environment.
Since the exclusive lanes will not be affected by MVs, the aggressive car-following model for CAV can be adopted.
A. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL MODEL
The CA model typically consists of three key components: the road environment, the cell state, and local transition rules. First of all, this study establishes a simple four-lane model which is represented by a number L of cells per lane. The reason for the simulation in the one-way four-lane scenario is that it is a minimum condition that can satisfy the requirement that vehicles can change lanes in both exclusive lanes or ordinary lanes, which is helpful to obtain some complex traffic phenomena. The length of the cell is set as 0.5 meters, and L is set as 5,000 cells, namely 2,500 meters. The vehicle length is 7.5m in the simulation, and each vehicle occupies 15 cells. Each cell can have three states, 0 when there's no vehicle, 1 when there's a MV occupying the cell and 2 when there's a CAV occupying the cell. Each simulation will last 5600 times steps and the first 2,000 times steps will be removed. It represents about a 60-minute run. The maximum speed of the vehicle is set as 60 cells, namely 108 km/h. And the boundary condition is set as the periodical boundary. The numerical simulation experiment is carried out on MATLAB. Each group of experiments is run 5 times, and the average value is obtained as the final result. The cells that represent CAV and MV have different functions as running forward, acceleration, deceleration, random deceleration and changing lanes.
For MV's modeling, KKW model [26] is adopted, because it can reproduce the real traffic flow mechanics such as metastable state, traffic oscillation and three-phase traffic flow. KKW model is divided into two parts: a dynamic part
when when
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and a stochastic part:
finally, update the location:
where the position and speed of the vehicle n at time t are expressed as x n (t) and v n (t). τ is the unit time. v max represents the maximum allowable speed of the vehicle in the state of free flow. a is the current acceleration of the vehicle; l veh is the length of the vehicle; rand() is a random number evenly distributed between [0,1]. The symbol function is defined as:
The definition of v c,n reflects the core update mechanism of KKW model--speed-adaptation mechanism: Set a synchronization distance D n (t). When the gap between vehicle n and front vehicle n-1 is greater than D n (t), the influence of the front vehicle on the rear vehicle is weak, and the acceleration behavior of the rear vehicle will not be affected by the front vehicle. When the gap between vehicle n and front vehicle n-1 is smaller than D n (t), The rear vehicle will adjust its speed to match that of the front vehicle. D n (t) can be expressed in two ways and this paper use the linear function:
The model parameters refer to the calibration results in the literature. CAV models are considered in two cases [32] . When the current vehicle is a CAV and the preceding vehicle is also a CAV, the two vehicles form an interconnection relation, and vehicle n can obtain the speed and position information of the front vehicle n-1.
where, b represents the safe deceleration of the CAV with a number of 3 m/s 2 . When the current vehicle is a CAV but the preceding vehicle is MV, there is no communication between the two vehicles. CAV loses communication function and only relies on the vehicle's own environmental awareness system, meaning that CAV degrades to AV at this point. The forward rule continues to adopt the KKW model. CAV degeneration to AV will result in significant decrease of traffic capacity. Therefore, it is a feasible method to reduce CAV degradation rate to specify the number and mode of designated lanes.
B. LATERAL CONTROL MODEL
Lane changing behavior is one of the most important parts of CA model and the most complicated behavior in CAV driving. Since CAVs have extremely short delay time information interaction, the switching behavior is thought to be cooperative and simultaneous. For MV, vehicles can change lanes as long as they meet all three conditions at the same time. Vehicles will choose to change lanes to the left first.
If the condition is not satisfied, then consider to the right lane, the formula is similar to the above. d l,n (t) represent the distance between vehicle n and the front vehicle on the target lane at timet, d l,n,back (t) represents the distance between vehicle n and the rear vehicle. d MV safe is the safe distance to make sure there is no crash (similar formula representation will continue to be used later).
However, CAV's lane changing model will not only seek the optimal path at present, but also try to find the road with front vehicle as CAV, so as to avoid the possibility of degeneration to AV.
As shown in Figure 1 , where vehicles in red represent CAVs, vehicles in black represent MVs and grey rectangular region represent the position occupied by CAVs at the next moment (similar settings will continue to be used later). When the vehicle meets the lane changing requirements, CAV will pre-evaluate for road conditions on both sides and calculate two types distance: d x,n (t) and d safe,x,n (t). d x,n (t) type contains d n (t), d l,n (t) and d r,n (t). They represent the front gap of vehicle n on the same lane, the front gap of vehicle n on the left lane, and the front gap of vehicle n on the right lane. d safe,x,n (t) contains d safe,l,n (t) and d safe,r,n (t), and they represent the rear gap of vehicle n on the left lane, and the rear gap of vehicle n on the right lane. When the front vehicle or rear vehicle is a CAV on the corresponding lane, CAV n will use Formula (17) and Formula (18) to calculate the distances of the two types:
Under the condition of d safe,x,n (t) > d CAV safe (n + 1), CAV n will be preferred to choose the lane which offers the max(d safe,x,n (t)). Formula (19) and (20) are actually a motivator. They encourage CAV to seek higher and smoother cruising speeds as a driving factor for increased exclusive lane utilization rate. In addition, for traditional vehicles, the probability of left lane change is the same as right lane change, but CAV usually give priority to left lane change. CAV gives priority to change to the left lane when both lanes provide the same incentives and enough safe distance. In the preference model, CAV would be more inclined to choose the lane on which the front vehicle is a CAV, so as to improve the utilization rate of the exclusive lane. In this model, CAV can be ensured to pass at maximum speed under all circumstances and degradation rate can be effectively reduced.
III. SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS
In 1999, the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDG) and the California department of transportation officially used High-Occupancy Tolling (HOT) technology to manage interstate 15 north of San Diego [13] . The goal of the High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes is to encourage carpooling, reduce gasoline use and protect the environment. However, due to inadequate planning, HOV lanes are often not fully utilized. Therefore, the transition from CAVs preliminary appearance on the road to their full claim on the road rights needs to be carefully considered. Policy makers can replace some poorly operated HOV lanes with CAV exclusive lanes. The steps are as follows:
(1) The First Stage: In the initial stage of transformation, policymakers can replace some poorly operated HOV lanes with CAV lanes.
In the early days of CAV's practical application, there was an exclusive road on the freeway separated by a single yellow line, as shown in Figure 1 In Figure 2 , the yellow line marks the border between CAVs and MVs. On the exclusive lane, two contiguous CAVs can exchange speed and location information to maintain higher car-following speed without frequent deceleration. However, in normal lanes, a CAV will degenerate to AV if it follows a MV. Therefore, CAVs will gradually move towards exclusive lane, according to the lane-change model from Formula (19) and (20) . Obviously, one exclusive lane can have significant effect only with low penetration rate of CAV. Therefore, with CAV's penetration rate increasing, road right distribution will enter The Second Stage. (2) The Second Stage: When more CAVs appear on the freeway, two exclusive lanes can be set up as shown in Figure 3 . Two lanes will greatly improve the transmission capacity of the road to CAVs. Considering that it does not affect normal following and lane change of ordinary vehicles, the number of exclusive lanes for CAVs should be no more than two. At present, the sensors used by enterprises in CAVs mainly include Image Sensor, Lidar, Millimeter Wave Radar, Ultrasonic Radar and Biological Sensor. According to their different attributes, they have different functions in the driving process to ensure the normal operation of CAVs. Lidar is one of the most widely used sensors in CAVs. By sending laser beam to the target object and receiving the reflection from the target object, it can measure the target's position, speed and other characteristics, perceive the surrounding environment of the vehicle. Then it will form a 3D environment map with accuracy up to centimeters. Thus a decision is established basis for the next step of vehicle control. Lateral control can track the output path and curvature of the system to reduce tracking errors and ensure the stability and comfort of the vehicle. Depending on the vehicle model used for lateral control, it can be divided into two types: traditional PID control algorithm and vehicle model lateral control method [33] . In addition, a vision -based embedded PID steering control system for CAV has been applied in real vehicle experiments [34] . Comprehensive control can keep the maximum side deviation of the vehicle under 0.4 m (Speed less than 110 km/h) when it moves in a straight line [35] . However, when the vehicle changes lanes, the control precision will be greatly reduced. In The Third Stage: The width of a conventional vehicle is 1.9m and the width of Chinese freeways lanes are 3.75 meters. Thus, the lateral distance between two CAVs on exclusive lanes is only 0.5 m in The Third Stage and the control system will not be able to change lane at such a distance. In other words, the exclusive lanes will enter a closed state to ensure that a large number of CAVs can operate safely and efficiently. At this point, CAVs must slow down.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
In this paper, different proportions of CAVs are simulated (from 0% to 90% with an interval of 5%) and the three stages are simulated respectively (One Exclusive Lane for CAVs, Two Exclusive Lanes for CAVs and Three Exclusive Rows for CAVs on Two Lanes). Road capacity is analyzed under different vehicle density. The results of the relationship between the traffic flow and its density by simulation are shown from Figure 6 to Figure 9 . Figure 6 shows the freeway with no exclusive lane, Figure 7 shows the different penetration rate of CAV in The First Stage and Figure 8 in The Second Stage.
As Figure 6 shows, the penetration rate of CAV changes have little impact on road capacity in the free flow phase (density<18 veh/km). However, the density range of the free flow phase is different among cases with high CAV penetration rates (more than 80%) on the freeway with no exclusive lane. In congestion, it is obvious that no penetration rates of CAV can improve road condition. Between free flow phase and congested flow phase, CAVs with different penetration rates have significant influence on traffic flow. In this range, CAVs' improvement on traffic flow mainly manifests in two aspects. On one hand, the maximum capacity of the road is increased from 2300 veh/h/lane to 3150 veh/h/lane. This is because CAV has better performance than MV in vehiclefollowing, and result in higher capacity. On the other hand, maximum traffic volume can be maintained over a wider density range with CAV penetration rate increasing. And CAVs will not easily decline from free flow phase to congested phase by the influence of MVs. CAVs' communicable lane changing behaviors will make them easier to maintain high speed as the number of CAV vehicles increases. Obviously, such changes are uniform with the increasing of CAV penetration rate.
As the Figure 7 and Figure 8 show, traffic flow on the freeway with exclusive lanes become very congested under low CAV's penetration rates and high density. This is because the quantity of CAVs on an exclusive lane is insufficient, resulting in waste of road resources. CAVs can be maintained at high speed under low CAV's penetration rates, but normal lanes must accommodate a large numbers of MVs, leading to congestion in normal lanes quickly. In fact, regular lanes are already congested at this time. Therefore, this paper believes that such a phenomenon is harmful to road management. So that, under such a low CAV's penetration rates condition, it is not suitable to set up exclusivelanes. In order to better compare the impact of CAV on maximum traffic flow under different lane policies, we introduce the concept of ''optimal density''. It is defined as the density range where the free flow reaches its maximum value until there is no obvious decrease in the traffic flow. In the Figure 7 (b) and Figure 8 (b) (CAV's penetration rates>50%), it can be seen that the traffic flow in the optimal density area slightly increases compared with Figure 6 , and it also drops more slowly in the high-density area.
In order to better show the impact of the number of exclusive lanes on road capacity, different penetration rates of CAVs are obtained from the freeway with no exclusive lanes. The First Stage and The Second Stage are compared with road capacity without exclusive lanes as shown in Figure 9 . The simulation results show that the traffic flow is asymptotically stable and the influence of exclusive lanes on traffic flow starts to decrease gradually after the CAV penetration rate exceeds 60%. According to Figure 9 , the changes of traffic flow under different road policies are conspicuous. When the CAV penetration rate is only 10 percent, no exclusive lane maximizes traffic flow. In the Figure 9 (b) , when it is 20 percent, two kinds of areas can be observed in the flow-density diagram. Traffic flow with one CAV exclusive lane in optimal density area is similar to that with no exclusive lane. In The First Stage, this phenomenon gradually starts to remit until CAV penetration rate reaches 50%. Similarly, in The Second Stage, when the CAV penetration rate is 10 percent, traffic flow is already higher than that without exclusive lanes and The First Stage in the range of density over 50 veh/km. However, because the two lanes are occupied only by CAVs, the traffic jam becomes worse at a low CAV penetration rate. This phenomenon gets better at 60 percent of penetration rate and basically eliminated at 70 percent. And now, the traffic flow in The Second Stage has been higher than that in the freeway with no exclusive lane.
A CAV is neither allowed to change between exclusive lanes and nor between a regular lane and an exclusive one. Therefore, only CAV exclusive lanes need to be simulated separately and compared with traffic flow of The Second Stage exclusive lanes. The CAV penetration rates with the VOLUME 7, 2019 The maximum speed of the vehicle must be reduced due to the reduction of the lateral distance. As Figure 10 shows, V max represents the maximum speed of a CAV on the exclusive lanes at The Third Stage. Three V max values were tested separately: 40%V max , 60%V max and 80%V max . To compare the capacity of the exclusive lanes at this stage, the traffic flow data on the exclusive lanes at The Second Stage with the 90% CAV penetration rate were set as the control group (gray data point). Although CAVs in The Third Stage in the optimal density range have a high traffic flow, they are prone to congestion when the density increases slightly due to the lack of lane change behavior. The Third Stage is no longer suitable for CAVs with density over 70 veh/km and the optimal CAV's density range for The Third Stage is 30 veh/km to 70 veh/km. Therefore, it is suggested The Third Stage can be set between 20 and 65 veh/km on the exclusive lane in case of favorable road condition. In addition to the flow of road, the degradation rate of CAV is also an important indicator of the right of road. For the traffic capacity and safety of CAV can be better VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. The number of each operation states for CAV.
protected if its front vehicle is also a CAV. In order to display the transformation of CAV degradation rate under different CAV's penetration rates, we use bar chart to represent the change of the number of CAVs in various states.
In Figure 11 , AV operation represents that the front vehicle is a MV at this point. CAV operation represents that the front vehicle is also a CAV at this point. And the other operation represents that the vehicle in front is far away and the current vehicle can run without deceleration (In Figure 11 , vehicles with a speed of 0 are not included.). Figure 11 (a) represents the freeway with no exclusive lane, (b) represents the freeway in The First Stage and (c) represents the freeway on The Second Stage. When the front vehicle of the CAV is a MV, CAV's connectivity characteristics will disappear. At this time, the traffic capacity of the CAV is degraded to AV and is even lower than that of the ordinary vehicle. As shown in Figure 11 , AV operation has been significantly reduced after the use of exclusive lanes (20%-80% CAV's penetration rates). It means that exclusive lanes will improve efficiency and security for CAV.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the impact of exclusive lanes for CAVs on the overall traffic flow throughput is studied by a four-lane heterogeneous CA flow model. This paper introduces a basic graphic method which can reveal the advantages and disadvantages of the exclusive lanes with different CAV's penetration rates. In this paper, we introduce two kinds of significant data through simulation by a new CA model: traffic flow and the degradation rate of CAV. These data are important indicators of the determination of how exclusive lanes are set up. Firstly, the relationship between flow rate and density under different schemes is studied numerically. The performance of traffic flow under different lane numbers of autonomous vehicles is compared with that under mixed traffic. Obviously, with the exclusive lane for CAV, the traffic volume in many cases (when the CAVs rate ranges from 10% to 90%) will exceed the operation result of the roads without exclusive lanes. That is to say, only when the number of CAVs is very small or very large, there should be no exclusive lanes. It is also easy to understand from the respect of reality. Under the same case of four lanes, the setting-up of the exclusive lanes equals to the reduction in number of lanes, which makes it even harder to alleviate the traffic congestion on the whole roads. If the policy maker is to make a decision regarding traffic flow, when the percentage of CAV is from 10% to 40%, then The First Stage is the optimal choice. When the percentage of CAV is from 50% to 90%, The Second Stage is the optimal choice. Nonetheless, in the 90% area there is no obvious gap between the Stage with exclusive lane and one with no exclusive lane. It is worth mentioning that if the road conditions are well enough, the optimal Stage is The Third Stage from 30 veh/km to 70 veh/km. In addition, the degradation rate of CAV is also an important indicator. From the angel of promoting CAV and ensuring their stability, The First Stage can reduce CAV degradation rate by up to 60 percent compared with the freeway with no exclusive lane when the percentage of CAV from 10% to 30%. The Second Stage can reduce CAV degradation rate by up to 75 percent compared with the freeway without exclusive lane when the percentage of CAV lies between 40% and 80%. When the penetration rates of CAV reaches around 90%, the gap gradually decreases. This paper reveals the dynamic relationship among lane performance, CAV performance, degradation rate, density and penetration rates of CAV, which is helpful to determine the optimal lane number allocated to CAVs. This model can be easily extended to a variety of multi-lane models according to specific scenarios, indicating that the management of exclusive lanes for CAVs will have great practical application potential in the future.
However, there are still some shortcomings in this work. In some other typical road sections, such as highways with on-ramp or off-ramp, there are still some experimental schemes to verify. Such work will be further developed in the future. 
